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I. Introduction
This paper considers methods to perform automatic target recognition by representing target models and images as sets of oriented edge pixels and performing matching in this domain. While the use of edge maps implies matching twodimensional models to the image, three-dimensional objects can be recognized by representing each object as a set of twodimensional views of the object. Explicitly modeling translation, rotation in the plane, and scaling of the object (i.e. similarity transformations), combined with considering the appearance of an object from the possible viewing directions, approximates the full, six-dimensional, transformation space.
This representation provides a number of bene ts. Edges are robust to changes in sensing conditions and edge-based techniques can be used with many imaging modalities. The use of the complete edge map to model targets rather than approximating the target shape as straight edge segments allows small, irregularly shaped targets to be modeled accurately. Furthermore, matching techniques have been developed for edge maps that can handle occlusion, image noise and clutter, and that can search the space of possible object positions e ciently through the use of intelligent search strategies that are able to rule out much of the search space with little work.
One problem that edge matching techniques can have is that images with considerable clutter can lead to a signi cant rate of false alarms. This problem can be reduced by considering, not only the location of each edge pixel, but, in addition, their orientations when performing matching. Our analysis and experiments indicate that this greatly reduces the rate at which false alarms are found. An additional bene t of this information is that it helps to prune the search space and thus leads to improved running times.
We must have some decision process that determines which positions of each object model are output as hypothetical target locations. To this end, Section 2 describes a modi ed Hausdor measure that uses both the location and orientation of the model and image pixels in determining how well a target model matches the image at each position. Section 3 then describes an e cient search strategy for determining the image locations that satisfy this modi ed Hausdor measure and are thus hypothetical target locations. Pruning techniques, that are implemented using a hierarchical cell decomposition of the transformation space, allow a large search space to be examined quickly without missing any hypotheses that satisfy the matching measure. Additional techniques to reduce the search time when multiple target models are considered in the same image are also discussed.
In Section 4, the probability that a false alarm will be found when using the new matching measure is discussed and a method to estimate this probability e ciently at run-time is given. This analysis allows the use of an adaptive algorithm, where the matching threshold is set such that the probability of a false alarm is low. In very complex imagery, where the probability of a false alarm cannot be reduced to a small value without the risk of missing objects that we wish to nd, this estimate can be used to rank the competing hypotheses based on their likelihood of being a false alarm. Section 5 demonstrates the use of these techniques in infrared and intensity imagery. The accuracy with which we estimate the probability of a false alarm is tested and the performance of these techniques is compared against a similar system that does not use orientation information. Finally, a summary of the paper is given.
Due to the volume of research that has been performed on automatic target recognition, this paper discusses only the previous research that is directly relevant to the ideas described here. The interested reader can nd overviews of automatic target recognition from a variety of perspectives If M is the set of (transformed) object model pixels and I is the set of image edge pixels, the directed Hausdor measure determines the distance of the worst matching object pixel to its closest image pixel. Of course, due to occlusion, it cannot be assumed that each object pixel appears in the image. The partial Hausdor measure 11] between these sets is thus often used. It is given by:
hK(M; I) = K th m2M min i2I km ? ik (1) This determines the Hausdor measure among the K object pixels that are closest to image pixels. K can be set to the minimum number of object pixels that are expected to be found in the image if the object model is present or K can be set such that the probability of a false alarm occurring is small. Since this measure does not require that all of the pixels in the object model match the image closely, it is robust to partial occlusion. Furthermore, noise can be withstood by accepting models for which this measure is non-zero, and this measure is robust to clutter that may appear in the image, since it measures only the quality of the match from the model to the image and not vice versa.
Typically, we are interested in whether a match with a size of at least K exists with Hausdor measure below some threshold, . It is useful to conceptualize this as a set containment problem. Let S1 S2 denote the Minkowski sum of sets S1 and S2 (or dilation of S1 by S2). The statement h(M; I) < is equivalent to M (I E ), where E is a disk of radius centered at the origin in the appropriate Lp norm: E = fx j kxk g: Similarly, hK(M; I) < and jM \ (I E )j K are equivalent, where j j denotes cardinality.
One method of determining whether a match of size K exists is to dilate the image pixels, I, by E and probe the result at the location of each of the model pixels in M. Each time a probe hits a pixel in the dilated image, a match for a pixel in the object model has been found. A count on the number of these matches is kept. If the count surpasses K, then a match with a size of at least K has been found at this position of the object model.
When there is a combination of a small object model and a complex image, this measure can yield a signi cant number of false alarms, particularly when the transformation space is large 13]. This problem can be solved, in part, by using orientation information in addition to location information in determining the proximity between pixels in the transformed object model and the image. B. The generalization to oriented points
The Hausdor measure can be generalized to incorporate oriented pixels by considering each edge pixel, in both the object model and the image, to be a vector in IR 3 We now need a measure to determine how well these oriented edge maps match. Among pixels with the same orientation, we would like the measure to reduce to the previous Hausdor measure. Furthermore, the previous measure should be a lower bound on the new measure. One measure that ful lls these conditions is: This has the same general form as the previous Hausdor measure, but the distance between two points is now measured by taking the maximum of the distances in translation and orientation. In this measure, is a normalization factor that makes the orientation values implicitly comparable with the location values. In practice, this allows the speci cation of a maximum deviation in translation and in orientation for two pixels to match, and thus a count of the number of model pixels that match image pixels according to both conditions can be kept. The parameters, and , can be set arbitrarily to adjust the required proximities. A partial measure for oriented points that is robust to occlusion can also be formulated similar to Equation (1).
Our system discretizes the orientations such that = 1 19] has shown that ecient methods can be formulated to search the space of possible transformations of the model to nd the position with the minimum Hausdor measure or all positions where the measure is below some threshold. This section discusses how such methods operate in general and how they can be extended to oriented points. In addition, we describe techniques that are used to reduce the running time of the system when there are multiple object models that may appear in the image.
A. Matching edge pixels
Chamfer matching 1], 5] is an edge matching technique that minimizes the sum of the distances from each object edge pixel to its closest image edge pixel over the space of possible transformations. This technique is closely related to minimizing the generalized Hausdor measure, which instead minimizes the Kth largest of these distances. Since the chamfer measure sums the distances over all of the object pixels, it is not robust to occlusion. In the original formulation of chamfer matching, Barrow et al. 1] used a starting hypothesis and an optimization procedure to determine a position of the model that is a local minimum with respect to the chamfer measure. This method requires a good starting hypothesis to converge to the global minimum.
Borgefors 5] proposed a hierarchical method that examines an edge pyramid of the model and image. A number of initial positions are considered at some level of the pyramid, where a Gauss-Seidel optimization procedure is used to nd a local minima for each initial position. Poor local minima are rejected. The remaining positions are considered at the next lower level of the pyramid and the procedure is repeated until local minima are found at the lowest level of the pyramid. This technique performs a search of the image for good local minima, but it still cannot guarantee that the best transformation is found.
Paglieroni et al. 16] , 17] have considered methods to speed up the search over all possible transformations in chamfer matching by probing a distance transform of the image at the locations of the transformed object edge pixels. This distance transform measures the distance of each pixel in the image from an edge pixel and can be computed e ciently using a two-pass algorithm 18], 4], 16]. If the sum of the distance transform probes at each of the object pixels at some transformation is large enough, then we can rule out not only this transformation, but also many transformations close to it, since we know that the close transformations will yield a similar distance transform value for each pixel in the object model. This method is able search an entire image e ciently and is able to guarantee that the best match (or all matches that surpass some threshold) according to the chamfer measure are found.
Similar techniques have been developed to perform e cient matching using the generalized Hausdor measure 11], 12], 19], which is robust to partial occlusions of the object. First, the image is dilated by E (as described in the previous section) and the distance transform of this dilated image is determined. If the Kth largest probe into this distance transform is 0, then a match of size (at least) K has been found. Otherwise, the Kth largest probe yields the distance to the closest possible position of the object model that could produce a match of size K. We can thus rule out any transformation that does not move any object pixel more than this distance. To improve e ciency, the transformation space is discretized, but to ensure that no good matches are missed, this discretization is such that adjacent transformations do not map any object pixel more than one pixel (Euclidean distance) apart in the image. Now, if d is the value of the Kth largest probe, we can rule out at least those transformations with a city-block distance (L1 norm) less than d from the current transformation in the discretized transformation space, since such transformations are guaranteed to move each object pixel less than d pixels from the current location.
B. Using oriented pixels
Since the oriented object and image pixels have three degrees of freedom, a three-dimensional distance transform is now required. Before this can be computed, we must consider how rotations of object models will be treated, since such rotations change the orientations of the object pixels. If we wish to rule out nearby transformations that may change the orientations of object pixels then this must be accounted for the distance transform, but this is problematic since the discretization of the rotations in the transformation space will, in general, be very di erent from the discretization of the orientations of the edge pixels. To avoid this problem, each rotation of an object model is treated independently (essentially as a separate object model). This allows each orientation plane of the distance transform to be treated independently.
It must also be decided how the models will be rotated and scaled to compare them to the image. If a CAD model is available from which the edges of our targets can be determined, these models can be rotated before performing the edge detection stage, since di erent rotations of the model are treated as (essentially) separate models. On the other hand, if the original model consists only of a set of edge points, each point is simply rotated around the center of the model. Similarly, scaling of the model is performed by scaling each point with respect to the center of the model.
It is now possible to use Hausdor matching techniques similar to those for unoriented points to perform e cient recognition. This is accomplished by considering a hierarchical cell decomposition of the transformation space 12], 19]. The transformation space is rst discretized as above and divided into a set of rectilinear cells on the discrete grid of transformations. Since the orientations are treated independently, these cells have three dimensions: scale and translation in x and y. For each such cell, the discrete transformation that is closest to the center of the cell is considered. If the match at this transformation is poor enough that the entire cell can be ruled out using the techniques described above, then the cell is pruned. Otherwise, the cell is divided into subcells and each of the subcells is considered recursively. If a cell is reached that contains only one transformation, then the transformation is tested explicitly. This search strategy corresponds to a depth-rst tree search of the cells in the transformation space where pruning is applied when possible.
To process a single cell, the following steps are performed. First, a discrete transformation close to the center of the cell is chosen and the maximum di erence in the transformed location of a model pixel between the center transformation and any other transformation in the cell must be computed. This is bounded by the sum of the distance in the scale direction (by counting the number of discrete scales) between the transformations and the maximum of the distances in the x and y directions, since we use the L1 norm in the image space.
The distance transform is then probed at the locations of the model pixels after transforming them by the transformation at the center of the cell. If the Kth largest probe into the distance transform is greater than the maximum distance any other transformation in the cell can move an object pixel from its current position, then the entire cell can be pruned. This is determined simply by counting the number of probes that yield a greater value than the computed distance. Otherwise, the cell is divided into either two subcells by cutting at the midpoint of the range of scales in the cell or into four subcells by cutting in both the x and y translations, based on whether the distance in scale is greater than the distance in translation in both x and y.
The examination of a single cell in the transformation space can be performed very quickly if some preprocessing is performed. The index into the array storing the distance transform for each pixel of each model at every rotation and scale can be computed in advance. For a particular translation, these pointers into the distance transform array need only be o set by a constant amount and these indexes can be used directly to probe at the locations of pixels of the object model.
C. Considering multiple models
When there are multiple object models that may appear in a single image, there are methods by which the search can be made faster than examining each object model sequentially. This section describes one such method. Note that these object models need not come from separate objects, they may be alternate views of the same object.
The rst step is to determine a canonical position for each model with respect to the other models and to construct a hierarchical representation of the model set. This step is performed o -line, prior to recognition. For our multiple model search strategy, it is desirable to maximize the number of pixels between the edge maps of various models that overlap in their canonical position, in both position and orientation.
The best relative position between each pair of individual models according to the chamfer measure 1] is determined using search techniques similar those described above. The chamfer measure sums the distances from each pixel in one image to their closest neighbors in the other. This measure is asymmetric, since the chamfer measure from some model, Mi to another, Mj, is not necessarily the same as the reverse measure from Mj to Mi. A symmetric version is used that takes the maximum of the two measures. This measure is used as a score indicating how well each pair of models match. The method builds a tree of models using hierarchical clustering techniques 8]. At each step, the two closest models are determined and clustered. This yields a canonical position for these models with respect to each other and a new set of model points replacing the two previous models. The neẁ model' is then compared to the remaining models as above and the process is repeated until all of the models belong to a single hierarchically constructed model tree. At this point, canonical positions for each model with respect to the others have been computed and a model hierarchy represented by a binary tree has been determined, where the leaves of the tree are individual models and the remaining nodes correspond to the set of models below them in the tree. Figure 1 shows For each node in the tree, the model points that overlap at the canonical positions of all of the models below the node in the tree are stored, except for those that are stored at ancestors of the node. The amount of repeated computation among the object models can now be reduced using the computed model hierarchy. At each transformation that is considered, the hierarchy is searched starting at the top, and the probes are performed for the model points that are stored at each node. A count on the number of probes that yield a distance greater than the distance to the edge of the cell in the transformation space is kept for each node and this count is propagated to the children of the node. If this count reaches a large enough value, the subtree of the model hierarchy for this cell of the transformation space and all of its subcells can be pruned. This is continued until all of the object models have been pruned or it is determined that not all of the object models can be pruned and thus the cell must be subdivided. If a cell that contains only a single transformation cannot be pruned, then a hypothetical target location is output.
IV. Probability of a false alarm
This section discusses the probability that a false alarm will occur when matching is performed using the matching measure described in Section 2. Methods by which this probability can be estimated e ciently during run-time and how this estimate can be used to improve the performance of the recognition system are examined in detail. A. A simple model for matching oriented pixels Let's consider matching a single connected chain of oriented object pixels to the image at some speci ed location. For some pixel in the object chain, we will say that it results in a hit if the transformed object pixel matches an image pixel in both location and orientation according to our measure, and otherwise we will say that it results in a miss. If the object chain is mapped to a sequence of such hits and misses, then this yields a stochastic process.
Note that if some pixel in the object chain maps to a hit, this means that, locally, the object chain aligns with an image chain very closely in both location and orientation. It is thus very likely that the next pixel will also map to a hit, since the chains are expected to continue in the direction speci ed by the local orientation with little change in this orientation.
Let Si be a random variable describing whether the ith object pixel is a hit or a miss and let si be the value taken by this variable for a speci c object chain. If the probability of being in each state at each pixel is dependent only on i and the then the process is said to be a Markov process. If, furthermore, the probability does not depend on i, then the process is a Markov chain. To determine the probability distribution of the number of hits over the entire object model, the number of hits so far in our chain, j, must be counted explicitly. Let p0 be a vector containing the probability of the chain starting in each state. The probability distribution among the states after examining the entire object chain is:
The last element of pm is the probability that a false alarm of size K will occur at this position of the model. The probability that a false alarm of any other size, K 0 K, will occur can be determined by summing the appropriate elements of pm.
B. An accurate model for matching
To model the matching process accurately, it is not correct to treat the state transition probabilities as independent of which pixel in the chain is examined. Consider the probability of a hit following another hit for two cases. In the rst case, the two object pixels have the same orientation and lie along the line perpendicular to the gradient. In the second case, there is a signi cant change in the orientation and/or the segment between the pixels is not perpendicular to the gradient. The rst case has a signi cantly higher probability of the second pixel being a hit given that the rst pixel was a hit, since the chain of image pixels is expected to continue in the direction perpendicular to the gradient with approximately the same gradient direction.
This means that the stochastic process of pixel hits and misses is not a Markov chain, but it is still a Markov process.
Let Ti be the state transition matrix for the ith object pixel in such a process. The state probability vector, pm, is now given by:
Furthermore, not all hits should be treated the same. In the Hausdor measure, an image pixel may match more than one pixel in an object chain, since the image is dilated prior to matching. This causes an e ect such that after a pixel in the object chain rst hits a pixel in the oriented image edge map, the following pixels in the object chain are likely to hit the same image pixel, especially if there is no orientation change between the object pixels. This e ect dies o after a few pixels, but it means that the probability of an object pixel resulting in a hit is not dependent upon only the previous state. A Markov process can still be used if the necessary information is encoded in the states of the process. When = 1 is used (which is su cient for most applications), the following states can be used: m: the object pixel did not hit an image pixel. n: the object pixel hit a new pixel in the oriented image edge map.
o: the object pixel hit the same pixel in the oriented image edge map as the previous object pixel. p: the object pixel hit the same pixel in the oriented image edge map as the previous two object pixels. It is possible for an object pixel to hit both a new pixel and an old pixel. In this case, state n takes precedence. To determine the probability distribution of the number of hits, a Markov process that consists of the cross-product of these states with the count of the number of hits so far is used: fm;n;o;pg fj j 0 j Kg Experiments indicate that this model of the matching process is su cient to achieve accurate results in determining the probability of a false alarm at a single speci ed position of the object in the image, if accurate estimates for the transition probabilities are used.
C. State transition probabilities
The state transition probabilities must now be determined. These probabilities will be di erent in locations of the image that have di erent densities of edge pixels. Consider, for example, the probability of hitting a new pixel following a miss. The probability will be much higher if the window is dense with edge pixels rather than having few edge pixels. To model this, let's consider the window of the image that the object model overlays at some position. This is simply the rectangular subimage covered by the object model at this position. Each of these windows in the image will enclose some number, d, of image pixels. We call this the density of the image window. The state transition probabilities are closely approximated by linear functions of the number of edge pixels present in the image window and belong to one of two classes:
1. Probabilities that are linear functions passing through the origin (i.e. Pr = kid). The probability that an object model pixel hits a new image pixel, when the previous object model pixel did not hit a new pixel, is approximated by such a linear function of the density of image edge pixels in the image window. The following state transition probabilities are thus modeled in this manner:
Pmn(i), Pon(i), and Ppn(i). Note that each has a di erent constant, ki. 2. Probabilities that are constant (i.e. Pr = ci). When the previous object model pixel hit an image pixel, the probability that the current object model pixel will hit the same image pixel is essentially constant. In addition, when the object model chain is following an image chain (i.e. the previous object model pixel hit a new image pixel), the probability that the object model chain continues to follow the image chain is approximately constant. The state transitions that are modeled in this manner are thus: Pop(i), Pno(i), and Pnn(i).
These probabilities are determined by sampling possible positions of the object model and comparing the object model to the image at these positions. This is performed by examining the pixels of the object model chain, in order, and determining whether each object model pixel hits an image pixel or not, and if so, whether the previous object model pixel(s) hit the same image pixel. In addition, for each case the next state is recorded. The appropriate constant, given by ci =Pr(i) or ki = Pr(i) d , is then averaged over each of the sampled positions to estimate the correct value.
The remaining probabilities can be determined as a function of these probabilities as follows:
If the state at i = 0 is considered to be m, this will yield the correct result for the rst pixel in the object chain (i.e. i = 1). In this case, there are no previous object model pixels to compare against and the probability of an object pixel resulting in a hit at random is desired. Similarly, if the object model consists of more than one chain of pixels, the state is reset to m when a new chain is started.
D. Probability of a false alarm over a set of transformations Let's now consider the probability that there exists a false alarm at any translation of the object model. As with the search strategy, only translations on the integer grid are considered. While this may miss the optimal translation for our matching measure, this can increase the size of the minimum Hausdor measure over the space of possible translations by at most 1 2 when using the L1 norm.
While the probability that a false alarm occurs at some translation is not independent of whether a false alarm occurs at a close translation, previous work 10] has indicated that approximating these events as independent yields accurate results. These events will thus be treated as if they are independent here and the performance of the model will be checked on real data to ensure that this assumption is realistic.
We do not assume that a target model will always appear either brighter or darker than the background in an image, but we do assume that individual targets will be either entirely brighter or entirely darker than the background, although this restriction can be easily removed. This means that each translation must be considered twice, once for the case when the target is brighter than the background and once for the case when the target is darker, since the orientation of the point in these two cases will be shifted by . If PK(t) is the probability of a false alarm of size K at translation t, the probability of a false alarm existing over all translations can be determined by computing:
This can be computed more e ciently if we have a histogram of the number of edge pixels contained in the image windows. Let di be the number of image windows containing i edge pixels, for 0 i W, where W is the size of the window in pixels. The probability of a false alarm in two image windows containing the same number of image pixels is the same in this estimation model. Let PK(i) be the probability of a false alarm of size K in a window containing i edge pixels.
The probability of a false alarm is now given by:
To estimate the probability of a false alarm when scaled and rotated versions of the target models are allowed in the matching process, the discretization of the transformation space must be considered. Rotating and scaling the object model does not move every pixel a uniform distance as translation does, but discrete rotations and scales can be considered such that two adjacent transformations move the farthest moving object pixel by no more than one pixel in the image (Euclidean distance), as in the search strategy. If these transformations are treated as being independent, an estimate of the probability of a false alarm can be obtained over discretized space of similarity transformations by sampling over the possible translations, scales, and rotations of the object model and following the above equations.
The overall steps in the estimation of the probability of a false alarm are as follows. First, possible locations of the object model in the image are sampled to estimate the probabilities in the state transition matrices, Ti, as a function of the density of the image window. A histogram of the number of edge pixels the image windows is also determined using dynamic programming. For each density, the probability that a false alarm occurs at a window with that density is estimated by computing Equation (2) . Equation (3) is used to estimate the probability of a false alarm occurring over the entire image. To improve the speed of this process, we consider only every tenth density value in the histogram and perform interpolation to estimate the remaining values.
The expected number of false alarms can also be estimated, if desired, as follows:
In addition, the a priori probability that any particular image window yields a false alarm can be estimated by examining the result of Equation (2) for the density of that image window.
E. Using the false alarm rate estimate Now that we have a method to estimate the probability of a false alarm for any particular matching threshold, we can use the estimate to improve the performance of a recognition system that matches oriented edge pixels.
One method by which we could use the estimate is to set the matching threshold such that the probability of a false alarm is below some predetermined probability. However, this can be problematic in very cluttered images, since it can cause correct instances of targets that are sought to be missed.
Alternatively, the matching threshold can be set such that it is expected that most or all of the correct target instances that are present in the image are detected. The techniques that have been described here yield an estimate on the probability that a false alarm will be found for this threshold and an estimate on the expected number of such false alarms, which will be useful when the probability is not small. More importantly, the likelihood that each hypothesis that we nd is a false alarm can be determined by considering the a priori probability that the image window of the hypothesis yields a false alarm of the appropriate size as described above. These likelihoods can be used to rank the hypotheses by likelihood and the hypotheses for which the likelihood of being a false alarm is too high can be eliminated.
V. Performance Figure 3 shows an example of the use of these techniques. The image is a low contrast infrared image of an outdoor terrain scene. After histogram equalization, a tank can be seen in the left-center of the image, although, due to the low contrast, the edges of the tank are not clearly detected. Despite the mediocre edge image and the fact that the object model does not well t the image target, a large match was found at the correct location of the tank. It should be noted, however, that this was not the only match reported. Figure 3 also shows a false alarm that was found. Note that the image window for this false alarm is more dense with edge pixels than the correct location. The false alarm rate estimation techniques can be used to rank these hypotheses based on their likelihood of being a false alarm, although, in this case, the false alarm is a su ciently good match that these techniques indicate that it is less likely to be a false alarm than the correct location of the target.
The current implementation of these techniques uses 16 discrete orientations and = = 1 (each discrete orientation thus corresponds to 8 radians, but matches are also allowed with neighboring orientations). In these experiments, the allowable orientation and scale change of the object views was limited to 18 and 10%, respectively, since we expect to have prior knowledge of the approximate range and orientation of the target. These techniques are not limited to automatic target recognition. Figure 4 shows an example of the use of these techniques in a complex indoor scene. In this case, the object model was extracted from a frame in an image sequence and it is matched to a later frame in the sequence (as in tracking applications). Since little time has passed between these frames, it is assumed that the model has not undergone much rotation out of the image plane and thus a four-dimensional transformation space is used, consisting of translation, rotation in the plane, and scale. The position of the object was correctly located when orientation information was used. No false alarms were found for this case. When orientation information was not used, several positions of the object were found that yielded a better score than the correct position of the object.
We have generated ROC curves for this system using synthetic edge images. Each synthetic edge image was generated with 10% of the pixels lled with random image clutter (curved chains of connected pixels). An instance of a target was placed in each image with varying levels of occlusion generated by removing a connected segment of the target boundary. Random Gaussian noise was added to the locations of the pixels corresponding to the target. An example of such a synthetic image can be found in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows ROC curves generated for cases when orientation information was used and when it was not. These ROC curves show the probability that the target was located versus the probability that a false alarm of this target model was reported for varying levels of the matching threshold. When orientation information was used, the performance of the system was very good in these images up to 25% occlusion of the target. On the other hand, when orientation information was not used, the performance degraded signi cantly before 10% occlusion of the object was reached.
The false alarm rate (FAR) estimation techniques were tested on real imagery. In these tests, the largest threshold at which a false alarm was found was determined for each object model and image in a test set. In addition, the FAR estimation techniques were used to determine the probability that a false alarm of at least this size would be determined in each case. From this information, we can obtain the observed probability of a false alarm when the matching threshold is set to yield any predicted false alarm rate by determining the fraction of tests that yielded a false alarm with the matching threshold set to yield the predicted rate. See Figure 7 . In the ideal case, this would yield a straight line between (0.0,0.0) and (1.0,1.0). Since the plot that was produced by these tests lies slightly below this line for the most part, the FAR estimation techniques described here predict false alarms that are slightly larger than those observed in these tests, but the prediction performance is otherwise quite good. The computation time required by the system is low. The preprocessing stage requires approximately 7 seconds on a Sparc-5 for a 256 256 image. This stage performs the edge detection on the image, creates and dilates the oriented image edge map, and computes the distance transform on each orientation plane of the oriented image edge map. This step is performed only once per image. The running time per object view varies with the size of the object model and the matching threshold used, but we have observed times ranging from 0.5 seconds to 4.5 seconds. See Table 1 for example times and counts on the number of transformations that were probed in each case. The prediction stage required approximately an additional 1.0 second per model to estimate the false alarm rate.
In addition to reducing the false alarm rate, the use of orientation information has signi cantly improved the speed of matching. Table 1 indicates that, in a small sample of the trials, the search time is reduced by approximately a factor of 10 when everything else is held constant. The techniques to reduce the search time when multiple models were considered in a single image also helped to speed the search. When 27 di erent object models were considered in the same image using the multi-model techniques, 0.86 seconds were necessary per model to perform the matching when 80% of the model edge pixels were required to match the image closely and 0.34 seconds were necessary per model with when 90% of the model edge pixels were required to match closely.
VI. Summary
This paper has discussed techniques to perform automatic target recognition by matching sets of oriented edge pixels. A generalization of the Hausdor measure that allows the determination of good matches between an oriented model edge map and an oriented image edge map was rst proposed. A search strategy that allowed the full space of possible transformations to be examined quickly in practice using a hierarchical cell decomposition of the transformation space was then given. This method allows large volumes of the transformation space to be e ciently eliminated from consideration. Additional techniques for reducing the overall time necessary when any of several target models may appear in an image were also described. The probability that this method would yield false alarms due to random chains of edge pixels in the image was discussed in detail and a method to estimate the probability of a false alarm e ciently at run-time was given. This allows automatic target recognition to be performed adaptively by maintaining the false alarm rate at a speci ed value, or to rank the competing hypotheses that are found on their likelihood of being a false alarm. Experiments con rmed that the use of orientation information at each edge pixel, in addition to the pixel locations, considerably reduces Fig. 7 . Predicted probability of a false alarm versus observed probability of a false alarm in trials using real images.
the size and number of false alarms found. The experiments also indicated that the use of orientation information resulted in faster recognition. The techniques described here yield a very general method to perform automatic target recognition that is robust to changes in lighting and contrast, occlusion, and image noise, and that can be applied to a wide range of imaging modalities. Since e cient techniques exist to determine good matches, even when a large space of transformations are considered, and to determine the likelihood that a false alarm will be found or that any particular hypothesis is a false alarm, these methods are useful and practical in identifying targets in images. 
